
AN ARITHMETIC PROPERTY OF RIEMANN SUMS1
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If / is a real function on the real line, periodic with period 1, define

(1) (Mnf)(x) = - Z f(x + -) in = 1, 2, 3, • • • )•
n i=x    \        n/

Writing // for the integral of / over [0, l], the relation

(2) lim (Mnf)(x)=  if

holds for all real x if / is Riemann integrable on [0, l]. In the present

note it is shown that there are bounded measurable functions / for

which (2) is false for every x and that this convergence problem has

some interesting number-theoretic aspects.

In 1934, Jessen [l] proved that if/EL1 on [0, 1] and if {«*} is an

increasing sequence of positive integers in which each term divides the

next, then

(3) lim (Mntf)(x) =  f f
t-»00 J

for almost all x.

In 1948, Salem [2] showed that (3) holds for almost all x if the

integral modulus of continuity of / satisfies a certain condition and if

{nk} satisfies a corresponding lacunarity condition. Salem's condi-

tion involves only the rate of growth of {«*} ; no divisibility assump-

tions appear.

In the opposite direction, it is known (I am indebted to the referee

for mentioning [4] and [5]) that there are functions fEL1 for which

(2) fails almost everywhere. For example, if 0<a<l/2, define

(4) f(x) =  | x \~l+« ( | x |   á 1/2)

and define fix) for all other x by periodicity. For every irrational x,

there are infinitely many integers « such that

(5)
m

x-
1

< —
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for some integer m; if (5) holds, then f(x — m/n) >/(l/«2) =n2~2a so

that (Mnf)(x)>n1-2a. Thus

(6) lim sup (M„/) (x) = + oo
n—* «

for almost all x. If p<2, we may choose a so that 1 — l/p<a<l/2,

and thus get examples olfELp for which (6) holds almost everywhere.

This crude method does not settle the problem for L2, nor, a fortiori,

for bounded measurable functions. However, (2) fails even there, and

it turns out that arithmetic properties of {«*} are crucial ; Remark

(A) at the end of this note makes this very evident.

Theorem. Let S be a sequence of positive integers which contains sets

Sn (N= 1, 2, 3, • • • ), each consisting of N terms, such that no member

of Sn divides the least common multiple of the other members of Sn-

Then to every e>0 there exists a bounded measurable function f,

periodic with period 1, such that 0^/^l, and such that

lim sup (Mnf)(x) ^ J

for all x, although //<«•

For instance, 5 could be any sequence of primes.

In the proof, / is constructed as the characteristic function of an

open set.

Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the sets

Sn are pairwise disjoint.

Fix A>2, choose ô>0 such that hN = N~l(log N)~2, let g and h be

the characteristic functions of sets G and H, where G is the union of

the segments (k, k + S) (k = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • ), and H is the comple-

ment of G. If «i, ■ • • , «tf are the members of Sn, let ki be the least

common multiple of «i, • • • , »<_i, «,+i, • • • , «at, for i= 1, • • • , N.

We can then find integers px, • • • , pN, each so much larger than the

preceding one that the following is true: if

N

mo = n gikipit),
¿=i

iiAt) = h(k¡Pjt) II gikipit)       (1 á j Û A),

then f(pN and J4>j,n differ by as little as we please from the products

(7) (ftf = 5N
and
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(8) U h)U gT={i - ô)ôn~
Put An = Bi,n^J • • ■ ̂ JBn.n, where B¡,n is the set whose char-

acteristic function is \¡/j,n. Since the sets Bi¡N, • • • , BN¡N are pairwise

disjoint, and since

'(x-)JV(1 - i)«*"1 = NôNl-11 > NôN(Nl<N - 1) > a* log N,

we see from (7) and (8) that pi, • • ■ , pN can be so chosen that

C 2 1
(9) i>N <-,       m(AN) >-,

J Nlog2N NlogN

where m(AN) denotes the Lebesgue measure of ANr^[0, l]. More-

over, pi, • ■ ■ , pN can be chosen to be primes which divide no member

of Sn-

Suppose now that xEB¡,n. Then kipixEG if i^j, and kjpjxEH.

Since My divides ¿¿ if i^j, we have

(10) kipA x-\-) s kipiX (mod 1)
\        ray/

if îVj and r=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n¡. But ray does not divide ¿ypy (this is where the

arithmetic hypothesis imposed on SN is used), and therefore the terms

of the arithmetic progression

(11) kipi[x + —\ (r= I,---, My)ipAx-\—j

are not all congruent (mod 1); since S>l/2, it follows that at least

half of them lie in G. Hence

(12) (Mnj4>N)(x) £ h

for all xEBj,N, and (12) implies that

(13) max (Mn(pN)(x) ^ § (x E AN).
n&SN

By (9), ¿_im(Atf)= ». Hence there is a sequence {cxn} of real

numbers such that almost every x lies in infinitely many of the trans-

lates An+oln (see [3, p. 165, Lemma 1.24]). Choose A^0 so that

00

(14) 4 2 N-\\og N)-2 < e

and put
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(15) <K0 =   sup (pNit — aN).

Then (13) implies

(16) lim sup iMn(fiix) ^ §
ties

for almost all x, although J(p<e/2, by (9) and (14).

If now E is the set of measure 0 on which (16) fails, let x be the

characteristic function of a periodic open set V which contains E + r

for all rational numbers r, and such that m(V) < e/2. Setting

/=max(#, x)i we obtain a function which has the properties asserted

by the theorem.

Remarks. (A) There are sequences {«*} which satisfy the hypoth-

esis of Jessen's theorem but such that {1 +«t} is a sequence of primes.

To see this, suppose «* is chosen; by Dirichlet's theorem on primes

in arithmetic progressions, there is an integer r> 1 such that 5=1 +rnk

is prime; put nk+i = mk.

Thus {(MnJ)(x)} converges to ff a.e. although the sequence

{(Mx+nkf) (x)} need not do so.

(B) Take tk=2~h in our theorem, let fk (f=l, 2, 3, - - • ) be the

corresponding functions, and put F= E^/*- Then FELP on [0, l] for

every p < °°, but

(17) lim sup (MnF)(x) = + »
ties

for every x.

(C) It is easy to see that ¥„/-»/ in the L"-norm, as «—>», for

every fELp, if l^p< <». Hence for every fEL1 there is a sequence

{«*} such that (3) holds almost everywhere.
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